
 

Essay on Depth Perception Intensity Difference during Movement 

 

OKD/Consciousness/Sense/Vision/Physiology/Depth Perception/Cue/intensity difference 

during movement 

Brain can judge surface relative distance by intensity change during movement toward and 

away from surface. See Figure 1. 

moving closer 

Moving from point to half that distance increases intensity four times, because eye gathers four 

times more light at closer radius. 

moving away 

Moving from point to double that distance decreases intensity four times, because eye gathers 

four times less light at farther radius. 

moving sideways 

Movement side to side and up and down changes intensity slightly by changing distance 

slightly. Perhaps, saccades and/or eyeball oscillations help determine distances. 

memory 

Experience with constant-intensity objects establishes distances. 

accommodation 

Looking at object while moving it or eye closer, or farther, causes lens-muscle tightening, or 

loosening, and makes more, or less, visual angle. If brain knows depth, movement toward and 

away can measure source intensity. 

light ray 

Scene points along same light ray project to same retina point. See Figure 2. 

haze 

Atmospheric haze affects light intensity. Haze decreases intensity proportionally with distance. 

Object twice as far away has half the intensity, because it encounters twice as many haze 

particles. 

sound 

Sound-intensity changes can find distances. Bats use sonar because it is too dark to see at 

night. Dolphins use sonar because water distorts light. 



 

Figure 1 

Changes in intensity during movement toward and away from a surface can find relative 

distance.  

 

Moving from a point (F0) to its halfway point (F2) increases the intensity four times, because the 

eye gathers four times more light at the closer radius. Moving from a point (F2) to its double 

point (F0) decreases the intensity four times, because the eye gathers four times less light at the 

farther radius. 

Movement side to side and up and down changes the intensity slightly by changing the distance 

slightly. Perhaps saccades and/or eyeball oscillations help determine distances.  

Experience with objects of constant intensity establishes their distances. 

Atmospheric haze also affects light intensity. Haze decreases intensity proportionally with 

distance. An object twice as far away has half the intensity. 

You can verify this by looking at a candle while moving it closer and farther. You may feel 

tightening and loosening of the eye pupil muscles. You will see looming (or receding), as more 

(or less) visual angle sends light to the eye. 



 

Figure 2 

Points of a scene along the same light ray project to the same point on the retina. 

 

Points F0, F1, F2, and F3 project to point C on the retina. 

Points E0, E1, and E2 project to point B on the retina. 

Points D0 and D1 project to point A on the retina. 

Though their distances are different, the points along a light ray project to the same point on the 

retina. If intensities at points along a light ray increase with the square of the distance, the points 

along a light ray look the same, except for focus, because intensity decreases with square of the 

distance. 

You can verify this directly by moving a point closer to the eye or moving the head closer to the 

point, keeping the point on the fovea. 

Note: A real scene maintains the distances among its points in space, so, if it comes closer, it 

looks magnified, and, if it moves farther away, it looks smaller. If all points of a scene could 

come closer along their light rays, the distances among the points in space would decrease. If all 

points of a scene could go farther out along their light rays, the distances among the points in 

space would increase.  
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